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MPBN Announces Winners of 2014 Life is Better with MPBN Contest
(Bangor/Portland/Lewiston) – The Maine Public Broadcasting Network announces the winners of
the 2014 Life is Better with MPBN Contest. Betsy Hood of Yarmouth was randomly selected as the
grand prize winner and was awarded a 2014 Nissan Juke provided by Lee Auto Malls. Karen Johnson
and Carl Bucciantini were also selected as winners and were awarded Sugarloaf Mountain Stay and
Golf Weekend Getaways.
“Once again, Life is Better with MPBN proved to be an exciting way for our listeners and viewers to
help support MPBN with the chance of winning some great prizes,” noted Mark Vogelzang, MPBN’s
President and CEO. “The contest was a success around the state and it wouldn’t have been possible
without the very generous support of Adam Lee and Lee Auto Malls who provided us with the grand
prize and our partners at Sugarloaf Mountain Resort!”
The contest began on May 1, 2014, and concluded on May 31, 2014. According to the terms of the
contest, anyone who made a donation to MPBN in any amount during this period was entered into
the prize drawing. As required by law, the contest was also open to anyone regardless of whether a
donation was made, and thousands of entries were mailed in to MPBN or filled out at Lee Auto
locations throughout the state to be included in the drawing.
Hood, an existing MPBN Evergreen Friend and thus automatically entered into the contest, was
very excited to get the call and hear about her prize She noted her love of MPBN and appreciation
for all of the great programming aired on MPBN Radio and MPBN Television as she was given the
keys to her new Nissan Juke.
About the Maine Public Broadcasting Network:
The Maine Public Broadcasting Network is Maine’s premier, independent media resource, dedicated
to creating exceptional opportunities for the communities it serves to engage with critical issues,
compelling stories and quality entertainment. MPBN is renowned for creating award-winning
programs, as well as airing content from PBS, NPR, and other independent producers. Formed in
1992, MPBN is an independently owned and operated nonprofit organization with office and studio
locations in Bangor, Lewiston, and Portland, Maine. For more information, visit www.mpbn.net.
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